
  



  

hi, 
thx 4 coming  ^_^
+ thx 4 having us @ #amro16

+ sry 4 not being as prepared as hoped ._.
still, should be worth the hassle



  

workshop on 'liquid autonomy'

input, idea, liable 4 the stuff here:

hans christian voigt
kellerabteil.org, @kellerabteil



  

workshop on 'liquid autonomy'

moderation, commentary:

stefan schartlmüller
vonunten.at, @igdemokratie



  

liquid autonomy 

a new idea, a developing concept and
maybe an attractive political demand
for self-governement of public goods,
public service, infrastructure + ...



  

liquid autonomy 



  

liquid autonomy 

self-government,
self-administered by
partakers,
independence from
state and market



  

liquid autonomy 



  

liquid autonomy 

  borrowed from
liquid feedback

and liquid
democracy,

of course



  

liquid autonomy 

  ongoing,
complex,

  multifaceted,
  web platform

supported



  

liquid autonomy 

 catchy 
 meaningful

 sounds kinda cool



  

liquid autonomy 
ongoing, complex self-administration,
multifaceted, web platform supported
self-government of public goods, 
services, infrastructure, ... by partakers



  

utopia 
let's imagine



  

utopia 
in ten, twenty years
every person (or household?)
is partaking – on average – in
7,54 liquid-autonomy-administered
public corporations,
being actively engaged in 1,85. #ftw



  

utopia 
let's say I'm here speaking 2 you about
(cause I don't like telling it in TEDxtalks)
how I'm pretty engaged on three
liquid autonomy platforms for three
public corporations with vastly different
scope:



  

mazzesinsel neighborhood
local, housing, cultural center and
activities, traffic, communal services
BBVn3t
regional internet service provider, area
of Bratislava, Brno and Vienna
comradesCast
europe-wide public media project



  

with these three, I'm an engaged
partaker, but there are other platforms
where I do have an account:
►  my health insurance
►  urban planning Vienna
►  university of Vienna (sometimes)
►  a supplier of electric energy and gas
►  the Arbeitkammer (chamber of labour)



  



  

the concept 
1) yes, there is an administrative body,
there is management, there are
employees.
2) but there are no owners, no share-
holders, no customers. What we have is
partakers.



  

the concept 
3) consumers, users, contributors, …
and employees are all partakers as long
as they are in one way or the other part
of the public corporation.
4) everyone has an account on the
liquid-feedback-platform.



  

the concept 
5) every account has equal rights in
regards to liquid autonomy self-
government of the corporation.
6) accounts come with rights and
duties, they can be active / inactive
depending on membership definitions



  

the concept 
7) the collective of active accounts
(partakers) forms the permanent
assembly that rules/manages the public
corporation through four branches:



  

the concept 
8) deliberation,
9) supervision and controlling,
10) voting on strategic decisions,
11) appointing personnel.



  

– social network
functionality.
open debates.
posting ideas, crapy ones or
really thoughtful stuff.
and sometimes things get a life
on their own. 
"liquid feedback".



  

– decision making.
insight on strategic discussions.
examining laid out analysis.
voting on prepared scenarios.
"liquid democracy".



  

– supervision and controlling.
reporting system.
checks'n'balances organisation
of accountability.



  

interactive organigram
of the administrative body.
workplace and job descriptions.
appointment procedures.
– personnel decisions.



  

thoughts on the likelihood of similar
concepts for liquid self-government
in the digital age



  

thoughts on the likelihood of similar
concepts for liquid self-government
in the digital age
❶  the start-up, neoliberal, you are
responsible, market driven track.
❷  the internal, management driven track.
❸  the political activism, radical openness
track.



  

❶   might come around like ...
„transparancy sells, let's give customers
some business reporting ..
.. we got all those accounts, let them users
use them, little bit of network functions,
room for debate, dialog with management ..
.. participation, let's see what we can get
with some gamification build in ..“ 



  

❷   could go down as ...
„we are a self-administred by law but in
reality we can get held hostage by
politicians and if XXX wins the election,
we're fucked ..
.. so this is the plan: we interpret our self-
government-rule anew, 21st century-style ..
.. we substitute the influence of the political
elite with direct rule of all contributers ..“



  

❸   starts with the political demand
„we declare that public goods, services and
infrastructure are to be organised by the
people using them.
because we can. 
it is the right of the people using them.
simple as that.“



  

the idea is palpable
use "liquid feedback" not for marginal
policy debates but for collective self-
government of important, big entities like:

● public service broadcasting
● universities, schools
● building and housing cooperatives
● public transport



  

the concept should be ready



  

the demand clear and unapologetic



  

liquid autonomy 
ongoing, complex self-administration,
multifaceted, web platform supported
self-government of public goods, 
services, infrastructure, ... by partakers



  

liquid autonomy 
along all four pillars of the concept:
deliberation, supervision and controlling,
voting on strategic decisions, appointing
personnel
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